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Talk to the Dead? There's an App for That
Published on 04/11/11
Excelltech's Paranormal Recorder for iOS uses the raw magnetic data from the device's
digital compass to trigger audio recording, revolutionizing the hunt for ghostly
communications. Paranormal Recorder only records audio when the electromagnetic fields
around the device fall outside of normal limits. With version 3.11 of Paranormal Recorder
these recordings can finally be shared and scrutinized by investigators and skeptics alike
at the audio sharing site SoundCloud.
Excelltech's Paranormal Recorder for iOS uses the raw magnetic data from the device's
digital compass to trigger audio recording, revolutionizing the hunt for ghostly
communications.
"Abnormal electromagnetic fields are associated with most reported paranormal phenomenon"
said developer Ben Williams. "It occurred to me that if EVPs [Electronic Voice
Phenomenons, i.e, unexplained ghostly recordings] are caused by paranormal forces there
are likely electromagnetic fluctuations occurring during these communications."
Paranormal Recorder only records audio when the electromagnetic fields around the device
fall outside of normal limits. Just as a motion activated light helps detect possible
intruders, the electromagnetic activator recorder helps the paranormal investigator detect
a ghostly visitor. An entire nights worth of recording can be reduced to a dozen minutes
of audio that had high electromagnetic fluctuations associated with it.
Since it's release in March of 2009 paranormal investigators have claimed to discover
dozens of clear samples of EVP with the app. With the newly released version 3.11 of
Paranormal Recorder these recordings can finally be shared and scrutinized by
investigators and skeptics alike at the audio sharing site SoundCloud.
Device Requirements:
* iOS Device 4.0 or later
Pricing and Availability:
Paranormal Recorder 3.11 is only $2.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Utilities category.
Excelltech Mobile:
http://www.excelltechmobile.com
Paranormal Recorder 3.11:
http://excelltechmobile.com/applications_details.php?pid=108&cid=5
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/id330027247
Paranormal Recorder SoundCloud:
http://soundcloud.com/groups/paranormal-recordings
Screenshot:
http://www.excelltechmobile.com/ParanormalRecorderScreenShots/screen5.PNG
App Icon:
http://www.excelltechmobile.com/ParanormalRecorderScreenShots/512pararec.png
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Excelltech has designed over 30 applications for the iPhone as well as several titles for
the Blackberry and Android platforms. The company is dedicated to utilizing mobile
technology to deliver useful innovations and entertaining diversions. For more information
on Excelltech please contact them online. Copyright (C) 2011 Excelltech Inc. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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